
iDesigning sienti� work�ows following a strutureand provenane-aware strategyAbstratSienti� work�ow management systems, (e.g., Taverna, Kepler, Chimera,Galaxy, and Wings) are inreasingly being used by sientists to onstrut andexeute omplex sienti� analyses. Suh analyses are typially data-entri andinvolve "gluing" together data retrieval, omputation, and visualization ompo-nents into a single exeutable analysis pipeline. Suh a pipeline is representedby a work�ow whih is modeled as a graph, where edges denote sheduling de-pendenies between omputation tasks. Intuitively, a work�ow spei�ation is aframework for the exeution of work�ows, whih spei�es the set of tasks that areperformed and the order to be observed between the di�erent tasks exeutions.Aording to the input data given to the work�ow spei�ation and assignmentsof values to the task parameters, di�erent work�ow runs are obtained. A run isthen also represented as a graph where eah vertex represents the exeution of atask and edges are labeled by the data onsumed and produed at eah step. Inthis thesis, following what is in several work�ow systems, we onsider that thespei�ations have a direted yli graph (DAG) struture and the runs have thesame strutures as their spei�ations. The main goal of sienti� work�ows isto represent in-silio experiments, whih entails frequent reuse and repurposingthroughout their life-yle.Figure 1 provides (a) an example of work�ow spei�ation from Taverna, (b)its representation as a graph and () an example of run.Faed with the inreasing omplexity of runs and the need for reproduibility
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Figure 1: Exemple de work�ow issu du système Taverna; (b) représentation sous-forme de graphe; () exemple de graphe d'exéutionof results, provenane has beome an important researh topi. The provenane(also referred to as lineage, and pedigree) of a data produt ontains informationabout the proess and data used to derive the produt. It is often organized asdependeny graphs. The visualization of suh dependeny graphs is espeiallyuseful for sienti� work�ow reuse, sine the data, proesses, and dependeniesassoiated with a work�ow run an be learly seen by work�ow users. By an-alyzing and reating insightful visualizations of provenane data, sientists an



iiidebug their tasks and obtain a better understanding of their results. With thehelp of provenane, sientists who wish to perform new analyses should be ableto �nd work�ow spei�ations with same or similar meanings of interest to reuseor modify. They an also searh for exeutions assoiated with a spei�ationto understand the meaning of the work�ow, or to orret/debug an erroneousspei�ation. Furthermore, strutural provenane queries an help sientists todetermine what produed data might have been a�eted by its input, or to un-derstand how and why the proess that led to reate a given data has atuallyfailed. Therefore, provenane information is learly useful for sienti� work�owsusers and systems. However, due to the omplexity of work�ows, the provenaneinformation whih is organized into a graph beomes very large, for whih under-standing and exploring provenane information beomes a signi�ant hallenge forusers. While most systems reord and store data and proess dependenies, a fewprovide easy-to-use and e�ient approahes for aessing provenane information.Additionally, some work�ow systems take omplex data struture (e.g., lists, trees
· · · ) into aount, whih makes provenane presentation a very hallenging point.However, to support better reuse of sienti� work�ows, provenane should bemore exploited to present the meaning of sienti� work�ows for both work�owsystems and users.In the last deade, onsiderable e�ort has been put into the improvement ofsharing and reusing sienti� work�ows. Work�ow reuse in e-Siene is intrinsi-ally linked to a desire that work�ows be shared and reused by the ommunityas (part of) best pratie sienti� protools. It has the potential to: reduework�ow authoring time (less "re-inventing the wheel"); improve quality throughshared work�ow development (leveraging the expertise of previous users); and im-



ivprove experimental provenane at the proess level through reuse of establishedand validated work�ows (analogous to using proven algorithms or praties ratherthan inventing a new whih is potentially error-prone). However, as stated by re-ent studies, while the number of available sienti� work�ows is inreasing alongwith their popularity, work�ows are not (re)used and shared as muh as theyould be. Several years ago, Goderis et al. summarized several bottleneks ofwork�ow reuse and repurposing, in whih they argue that the main reasons arethe restritions on servie availability, lak of a omprehensive disovery modeland the omplexity of work�ows. Reently, Zhao et al. argue that one of the mainimpediments to work�ow reuse is due to the deayed or redued ability of the re-soures required for exeuting work�ow, like servies and data, whih an be eitherloal and hosted along with the work�ow or remote, suh as publi repositories orweb servies hosted by third parties. The auses of this impediments inlude: (1)it is di�ult to volatile third-party resoures; (2) missing example data (it is notalways obvious whih data an be used as inputs to the work�ow exeution, andexample inputs are often most helpful); (3) missing exeution environment (theexeution of a work�ow may rely on a partiular loal exeution environment,e.g., a loal R server or a spei� version of work�ow exeution software); (4) in-su�ient desriptions about work�ows (sometimes a work�ow workbenh annotprovide su�ient information about what aused the failure of a work�ow run).Several solutions for these auses have been provided by Zhao et al.In this thesis, we have foused spei�ally on the Taverna work�ow manage-ment system, whih for the past ten years, has been popular within the bioin-formatis ommunity. Despite the fat that hundreds of Taverna work�ows havebeen available for years through the myExperiment publi work�ow repository



v(http://www.myexperiment.org), their reuse by sientists other than the originalauthor is generally limited. Reently, several studies highlight the omplexity ofwork�ow strutures as one of the main reason of the limited reuse of (Taverna)sienti� work�ows. The omplexity of work�ow struture involves the number ofnodes and links but is also related to intriate work�ow struture features. Again,several fators may explain suh a strutural omplexity inluding the fat that thebioinformatis proess to be implemented is intrinsially omplex, or the work�owsystem may not provide appropriate expressivity, foring users to design arbi-trary omplex work�ows. Therefore, to obtain a simpler work�ow struture for aomplex work�ow while preserving the meaning (provenane/semantis) beomesespeially important.The global aim of this thesis is to enhane work�ow reuse by providing strate-gies to redue the omplexity of work�ow strutures while preserving provenane.Two strategies are introdued.First, we propose an approah to rewrite the graph struture of any sien-ti� work�ow (lassially represented as a direted ayli graph (DAG)) into asimpler struture, namely, a series-parallel (SP) struture while preserving prove-nane. SP-graphs are simple and layered, making the main phases of work�oweasier to distinguish. Additionally, from a more formal point of view, polynomial-time algorithms for performing omplex graph-based operations (e.g., omparingwork�ows, whih is diretly related to the problem of subgraph homomorphism)an be designed when work�ows have SP-strutures while suh operations are re-lated to an NP-hard problem for DAG strutures without any restrition on theirstrutures. The SPFlow rewriting and provenane-preserving algorithm and itsassoiated tool are thus introdued.



vi Seond, we provide a methodology together with a tehnique able to redue theredundany present in work�ows (by removing unneessary ourrenes of tasks).More preisely, we detet "anti-patterns", a term broadly used in program designto indiate the use of idiomati forms that lead to over-ompliated design, andwhih should therefore be avoided. We thus provide the DistillFlow algorithm ableto transform a work�ow into a distilled semantially-equivalent work�ow, whih isfree or partly free of anti-patterns and has a more onise and simpler struture.The two main approahes of this thesis (namely, SPFlow and DistillFlow) arebased on a provenane model that we have introdued to represent the provenanestruture of the work�ow exeutions. The notion of provenane-equivalene whihdetermines whether two work�ows have the same meaning is also at the enter ofour work. Our solutions have been systematially tested on large olletions ofreal work�ows, espeially from the Taverna system.In detail, this thesis is organized as follows:
• Chapter 1 gives the introdution of this thesis by stating the motivation,researh problems and ontributions.
• Chapter 2 presents a olletion of mathematial notations used throughoutthe rest of this dissertation. Based on suh notations, the work�ow modelused in this dissertation is introdued. We then give an introdution toseries-parallel graphs and their properties. At the end of hapter 2, weprovide an introdution to the work�ows of Taverna system, whih is thesystem that we have hosen to mainly work on.
• Chapter 3 starts with related work on provenane models, and then proposesa model to represent the provenane of work�ow exeutions. Later we give



viia de�nition of the notion of provenane-equivalene whih an be used toidentify whether two work�ows have the same meaning. Finally, a disussionabout extending our provenane model to better support lists of data isgiven.
• Chapter 4 �rst gives an in-depth explanation of the motivation of rewritingnon-SP work�ows into SP work�ows. Then we introdue the onept of mea-suring the distane from non-SP to SP, whih inspires some transformationtehniques of rewriting non-SP graphs into SP graphs. We then analyzethe existing strategies to identify whether they are provenane-preservingand propose a new provenane-equivalent strategy. After that, we introduethe SPFlow algorithm for transforming non-SP graphs into SP graphs anddisuss the omplexity and soundness of the algorithm. We then demon-strate the feasibility of our approah on real sienti� work�ows. We �nallypresent a tool with the same name of our algorithm, whih takes in a nonSP Taverna work�ow and provide an SP version of the work�ow usable inTaverna.
• Chapter 5 �rst gives a deep explanation of the seond researh problem wehave onsidered by presenting several use ases. Then we introdue the anti-patterns we have identi�ed and the transformations we propose to do whileensuring that the semantis of the work�ow remains unhanged. We thenintrodue the DistillFlow refatoring algorithm. After that, we provide theresults obtained by our approah on a large set of real work�ows. Finally,we disuss several points related to our approah.
• Chapter 6 gives the onlusions and the future works.



viii
• Appendix A presents the implementation of DistillFlow and appendix B pro-vides a preliminary study of why sienti� work�ows have non-SP strutures.As we provide two strategies to rewrite omplex sienti� work�ow struturesinto simpler ones to make them easier to (re)use, there are two series of ontribu-tions whih are summarized as below.First series of ontributions (have been published in the 8th IEEE Inter-national Conferene on eSiene 2012 and the 28th Journees de Bases de DonneesAvanees (BDA) 2012):
• We propose a model to represent sienti� work�ows and provenane gener-ated in their exeution.
• We give a de�nition of the notion of provenane-equivalene whih an beused to identify whether two work�ows have the same meaning.
• We review several rewriting strategies for transforming non-SP graphs intoSP graphs and prove that they are not provenane-equivalent.
• We design a provenane-equivalent algorithm, named "SPFlow", to translatenon-SP work�ows into SP work�ows.
• We illustrate our algorithm by providing an evaluation of our approah ona thousand of sienti� work�ows.
• We develop a tool based on SPFlow, whih takes in a non-SP Taverna work-�ow and provide an SP version of the work�ow usable in Taverna.Seond series of ontributions (have been published in the "BMC Bioin-formatis" Journal and the 12th International Workshop on Network Tools andAppliations in Biology, Nettab 2012 (poster)):
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• We identify and automatially detet a set of anti-patterns that ontributeto the strutural work�ow omplexity.
• We design a series of refatoring transformations to replae eah anti-patternby a new semantially-equivalent pattern with less redundany and simpli�edstruture.
• We introdue a distilling algorithm that takes in a work�ow and produes adistilled semantially-equivalent work�ow.
• We provide an implementation of our refatoring approah that we evaluateon both the publi Taverna work�ows and on a private olletion of work�owsfrom the BioVel projet.
• We develop a tool based on DistillFlow, whih takes in a Taverna work�owand provide a new version of the work�ow whih is free or partly free ofanti-patterns.Our approahes (SPFlow and DistillFlow) are urrently available for use athttps://www.lri.fr/∼henj/.Keywords: sienti� work�ows, provenane, provenane-equivalene, graphrewriting, series-parallel graphs, Taverna, anti-patterns




